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a b s t r a c t

Sector coupling is expected to play a key role in the decarbonization of the energy system by enabling
the integration of decentralized renewable energy sources and unlocking hitherto unused synergies
between generation, storage and consumption. Within this context, a transition towards hybrid energy
networks (HENs), which couple power, heating/cooling and gas grids, is a necessary requirement to
implement sector coupling on a large scale. However, this transition poses practical challenges, because
the traditional domain-specific approaches struggle to cover all aspects of HENs. Methods and tools
for conceptualization, system planning and design as well as system operation support exist for all
involved domains, but their adaption or extension beyond the domain they were originally intended
for is still a matter of research and development. Therefore, this work presents innovative tools for
modeling and simulating HENs. A categorization of these tools is performed based on a clustering
of their most relevant features. It is shown that this categorization has a strong correlation with
the results of an independently carried out expert review of potential application areas. This good
agreement is a strong indicator that the proposed classification categories can successfully capture
and characterize the most important features of tools for HENs. Furthermore, it allows to provide a
guideline for early adopters to understand which tools and methods best fit the requirements of their
specific applications.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Sector coupling of power, heat and gas has been identified
s an important enabler for a transition towards a more sus-
ainable energy system [1]. However, even though the enabling
echnologies are well understood on the component level, their
ffects on the system level are still subject of investigations.
his is true for the integration of coupling points in multi-
nergy systems (MESs), and even more so for hybrid energy
etworks (HENs). From an energetic and a technical point of view,
MES is a means to cover the energy demand by combining

hermal, electrical and/or chemical energy carriers. A HEN can
e defined as a combination of physically separated electricity,

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: edmund.widl@ait.ac.at (E. Widl).
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.segan.2022.100913
352-4677/© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access a
c-nd/4.0/).
heating and/or gas networks, which in combination supply a
single demand such as heating or cooling. Whereas MESs can be
considered as a general approach for sector coupling, HENs focus
specifically on the network, which is a necessary requirement for
implementing sector coupling on a large scale.

Unfortunately, there is still a lack of tools for the assessment
of HENs. On the one hand, established tools for system design,
optimization and operation exist for all relevant domains (heat,
power, gas, etc.). However, tools for energy networks are typi-
cally concerned with a single domain only. On the other hand,
established tools for modeling of MESs have no focus on energy
networks. Hence, they are not able to capture important fea-
tures of energy networks such as network capacity or congestion.
For this reason, in recent years a lot of effort has been put
into developing new tools and methods for the assessment of
HENs. These new methods and tools are very diverse in terms
of modeling the HEN subsystems (power, heat, gas, etc.) as well
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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s the targeted applications (technical assessment, operational
ptimization, planning, etc.). This gives researchers and engineers
ore and more possibilities to study and analyze HENs. At the
ame time, the growing number of available tools and methods
akes it more challenging for users to keep track and select the
est possible tool for their specific application. This is all the more
rue in light of the fact that – to the best knowledge of the authors
there exists no categorization of these new tools and methods

hat would guide users to make an informed decision as to which
o select.

.1. Scope and main contributions

The present work addresses the following research ques-
ions (RQ):

• RQ1: What types of tools are available for the assessment of
HENs? How do they model the HEN subsystems and what
insights can they provide?

• RQ2: For what types of applications are the available tools
applicable?

For answering these questions, the present work starts with a
urvey of available approaches for the assessment of HENs. To put
strong focus on applicability for potential users, care was taken
o select only tools that are publicly available (commercially,
pen-source or otherwise) and whose use for assessing HENs is
ocumented (see Section 3.1). Based on this, RQ1 is addressed
y categorizing the corresponding tools, based on dedicated clas-
ification categories that focus on their spatial and temporal
esolutions, the applied modeling approaches and other related
roperties (see Section 3.2). This enables a systematic analysis
nd detailed comparison of the selected tools (see Section 4),
evealing different types of tools and methods for the assessment
f HENs (see Section 5).
RQ2 is addressed by mapping the resulting types on spe-

ific application classes, from which a guideline of recommended
ethods is derived. Given a certain application (e.g., system de-
ign, generation portfolio optimization, controller design), this
uideline provides a concrete recommendation on which tools to
se based on the proposed classification (see Section 6).

. Background

Tools and methods for the simulation-based analysis of energy
etworks typically target just one specific engineering domain,
.g., heat networks [2] or power grids [3–5]. At best, only coupling
oints to other domains can be modeled, but not HENs in their
ull complexity. The reason is that these tools are either the result
f long-term academic research efforts of specific fields of engi-
eering or have been developed by industry with a specific aim
nd audience in mind. With the advent of smart grids, this focus
as been broadened to include communication networks [6,7],
ut not HENs.
Research on MESs has focused primarily on matching supply

nd demand through the optimization of either the planning or
he operation of a diverse set of generation, storage and conver-
ion units [8,9]. This is also reflected by the tools and methods
sed for the assessment of MESs, see for instance recent reviews
n tools and methods for modeling energy systems on the urban
cale [10–14], for standalone and grid-connected hybrid energy
ystems [15,16], or the energy transition in general [17].
The consideration of effects of multi-energy applications on

he related network infrastructures started basically with studies
n coupled power and gas grids. In this traditional type of HEN,
he subsystems are primarily coupled through gas-fired gener-
tors on a large scale. Research focused therefore on long-term
 t

2

expansion planning [18], long-term optimal planning [19], and
short-term optimal operation [20] of coupled power and gas net-
works. However, it turns out that the vast majority of publications
on this subject introduces methods (i.e., typically a mathematical
optimization model combined with an optimization method), but
no readily available tools for users.

Work on HENs that couple power and heat, in comparison,
is a rather new topic [21,22]. Especially the simulation-based
technical assessment of this type of HENs – where the focus
lies on issues related to the operation and closed-loop control
of the networks themselves – has remained a challenge. The
development of tools and methods for overcoming this challenge
is basically still ongoing [23–28].

To the best knowledge of the authors, there exists no survey
and no categorization of available tools with an explicit focus
on HENs. For the specific case of HENs that couple power and
gas grids, surveys focus mostly on methods, but not on available
tools [18–20]. For the general case of HENs that couple power,
heat and gas, the importance of understanding the impact on
the network infrastructure is frequently highlighted in literature.
Previously conducted reviews [8–17] provide an overview of tools
and methods for the modeling and simulation of closely related
topics such as urban energy, building systems, and multi-energy
applications. But none has so far considered the specific require-
ments for analyzing HENs, which exhibit phenomena (such as
congestion, distribution losses, flow reversal and others) not en-
countered in other energy domains and which therefore require
customized tools and methods. This paper aims to fill this gap by
providing such an overview and goes even further by providing a
guideline for early adopters.

3. Methodology

The overall process that has been applied for selecting and
assessing tools is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of the following
steps:

1. Screening: A preliminary list of tools was compiled with
the help of an online survey, which was targeted at tool
developers from academia and industry.1 The results from
the online survey were augmented with a survey of tools
reported in literature. This was based on the most recent
reviews on tools for MESs, especially Refs. [13,14,16,17]
(compare to Section 2).

2. Selection: A predefined set of selection criteria (see
Section 3.1) was applied to the preliminary list to arrive
at a final selection. Only tools from this final selection
have been used for the results and conclusions reported
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

3. Assessment: The assessment of the selected tools was based
on a classification of their features according to a prede-
fined set of categories (see Section 3.2). The results re-
ported in the present work are the outcome of a consensual
synthesis of the individual assessments of at least two
expert reviewers.

The intention behind the screening and selection process was
to find a compromise between inclusiveness and a narrow scope.
The online survey was successful in reaching a rather large au-
dience from different communities (district heating and cooling,
Smart Grids, buildings, etc.) working towards the subjects of
MES and HEN from different angles. The resulting feedback was

1 The survey was promoted through the international network of the IEA
HC Annex TS3, with the aim of reaching as many potential contributors with
relevant background in energy modeling as possible. For more information on

he IEA DHC Annex TS3 please refer to the acknowledgment section below.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the methodology applied for selecting and reviewing
tools.

correspondingly broad and diverse. Hence, applying the selection
criteria described in Section 3.1 was a necessary prerequisite
for focusing specifically on readily available tools and methods
intended for the analysis of HENs.

Basing the assessment for each tool on the consensual synthe-
is of at least two reviews had several reasons. First, this allowed
o have a pool of experts (i.e., the authors) with complementing
reas of expertise for performing the reviews. Second, applying
he same set of classification categories to different types of tools
s challenging, even if the categories are well defined. In case of
mbiguity or uncertainty, a discussion among experts – together
ith input from contacting the developers directly – can best
lear up possible inconsistencies, leading to an improvement in
he accuracy and reliability of the results.

In the following, the selection criteria and classification cate-
ories are presented and discussed.

.1. Selection criteria for tools

For the final selection of tools presented in this work, the
ollowing selection criteria (SC) have been applied to the prelim-
nary candidate list:

• SC1 – Focus on multi-energy networks: At least two types of
energy networks must be considered. Each energy network
must be considered at least on the level of energy balances
(implicit network model).

• SC2 – Documentation: An application in the context of hy-
brid energy networks must be publicly documented (man-
ual, journal article, etc.).

• SC3 – Availability: An implementation of the tool must be
publicly available, either commercially or otherwise (open
source, freeware, etc.).

These 3 selection criteria were chosen to have a reproducible
election process based on relevant and quantifiable facts. Only
ools that verifiably meet all 3 criteria have been selected.
ections 4 and 5 report the resulting outcomes for the selected
ools.

The requirements formulated by SC1 and SC2 aim at distin-
guishing tools for MES from tools with the narrower focus on
HEN. SC2 restricts multi-purpose tools that could be theoretically
used for analyzing a HEN to those where a specific demonstration
of this use-case was found. This follows the spirit of this work,
which explicitly puts the attention on tools for the assessment of
HENs.
3

The constraint of SC3 on the final selection is unusual for
surveys of tools and methods. However, SC3 assures that the
approaches presented in this work are accessible for users and
easily applicable to their problems. This is important in view of
the discussion in Section 6, which aims at providing a guideline
for early adopters for understanding which tools and methods
best fit the requirements of their specific applications.

3.2. Classification categories for tools and methods

In the following, the classification categories applied to the
final selection of tools are presented. All categories have been
defined in such a way that a classification can be made using
fixed, predefined attributes. Attributes either map to

• a range of items (possibly a continuum), which exhibit a
strict, hierarchical order (e.g., sub-range out of seconds,
minutes, hours, days, weeks, etc.) or to

• exactly one item out of a discrete, finite set (e.g., yes or no)
or to

• one or more items out of a discrete, finite set (e.g., A and B,
but not C).

Although it is a challenge to formulate categories and attributes
that are meaningful for classifying different types of tools (even
within the already quite narrow scope of HEN), it has the advan-
tage of making the results directly comparable. Also, the resulting
space spanned by all possible classification results is discrete and
compact.

Furthermore, all except the most simple energy systems are
systems of systems, i.e., their components are complex enough to
be considered as systems themselves. Hence, in the following it
is assumed that all methods and tools use, to a certain extent, a
modular approach in which component models are used as sub-
models to form the overall system model to be simulated or
optimized.

The preliminary results from the online survey showed that
even seemingly simple categories are sometimes difficult to ap-
ply. For instance, experience showed that the distinction between
black/white/gray-box models or simulation/optimization mod-
els is often ambiguous and subject to interpretation. Based on
this feedback, the following classification categories have been
defined.

Spatial resolution of component models
This category provides a measure for the spatial resolution

of the component models used by a tool. The spatial resolution
has a strong impact on which phenomena a tool can address,
depending on whether component models correspond to indi-
vidual network assets and devices or aggregated structures like
buildings or districts. For instance, economic models require less
spatial details than technical models for the assessment of energy-
related aspects. The classification result must be a sub-range
of the following attributes: network assets/devices, buildings,
districts/settlements, cities, regions, nations, and continents.

Temporal resolution of component models
This category provides a measure for the intrinsic temporal

resolution of the component models used by a tool. The temporal
resolution has strong implications for the potential applications a
tool can be applied to. For instance, models for control applica-
tions need to address time scales in the order of the dynamics
of the underlying process. Other models may require only aggre-
gated or averaged information. The classification result must be
a sub-range of the following attributes: seconds, minutes, hours,
days, weeks, months, and years.
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argeted scale of system model
This category provides a measure for the targeted scale of

he system model, which can range from very large (e.g., inter-
ontinental transmission networks) to comparatively small struc-
ures (e.g., local distribution grids). The targeted scale has strong
mplications for the potential applications a tool can be applied
o, ranging from technical performance validations of HENs at
ocal level to the assessment of economical or environmental
spects in a broader scope. Therefore, this category does not
ocus on a feature of a tool itself, but rather its intended use.
he classification result must be a sub-range of the following at-
ributes: network assets/devices, buildings, districts/settlements,
ities, regions, nations, and continents.

argeted time horizon of system model
This category provides a measure for the targeted time horizon

f the system model, denoting the period for which the sys-
em model will be simulated or optimized. This might only be
couple of hours or days for very detailed models with high

emporal component model resolutions of a second or less, but
or hourly or yearly models the time horizon can range from
ears to decades. As with the previous category, the focus is
ot on the features of a tool itself, but rather its intended use.
he classification result must be a sub-range of the following
ttributes: seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, and
ears.

pplication class
This category specifies the class of application (technical, eco-

omical, and/or environmental) a tool addresses. Different types
f models and methods are required for different classes of appli-
ations. Examples are the validation of network performance and
ontrol (technical), assessments of capital expenditures and op-
rating expenses (economical) or the impact of renewable-based
ersus fossil-based energy sources (environmental). The classifi-
ation result must be one or more of the following attributes:
echnical, economical, and environmental.

ypes of network models
This category specifies the approach used by a tool for repre-

enting energy networks. Considered are power networks, heat-
ng and cooling networks as well as gas networks (including
ydrogen). The classification result indicates whether a network
s modeled explicitly (e.g., line model with cables and loads for
ower networks) or if a generalized energy balance approach is
sed (implicit model). If modeled explicitly, the modeling ap-
roach must be specified. The choice of modeling approach is
ighly relevant as it determines which physical phenomena can
e considered and analyzed. For instance, an assessment of the
as or heat storage capacity within a network requires an ex-
licit grid model that represents the physical properties of the
ndividual pipes. The classification result must be exactly one of
he following attributes for each type of network:

• power networks: not modeled, energy balance (implicit: no
lines, cables, etc.), quasi-static (power flow), electro-
mechanical, and electro-magnetic transients

• thermal networks: not modeled, energy balance (implicit: no
pipes, etc.), quasi-static (pressure equilibrium), and hydraulic
transients

• gas networks: not modeled, energy balance (implicit: no
pipes, etc.), quasi-static (pressure equilibrium), and hydraulic
transients.
4

Table 1
Selected tools for HENs.
Tool name Modeling

tool
Simulation
tool

Optimization
tool

COMANDO ✓ ✓

co-simulation ✓

EHDO ✓ ✓

EnergyPLAN ✓ ✓

energyPRO ✓ ✓ ✓

ESSIM ✓ ✓

GasPowerModels.jl ✓ ✓

Integrate ✓ ✓

Modelica ✓ ✓

Pandaplan ✓ ✓

PLEXOS ✓ ✓

PyPSA-Eur-Sec ✓ ✓

rivus ✓ ✓

SAInt ✓ ✓

Energy storage
This category specifies if the tool is capable of modeling pe-

ripheral energy storage devices (such as batteries or hot water
tanks). Energy storages are important for the operation of net-
works and conversion technologies, because they provide signifi-
cant flexibility for accommodating renewable energy sources and
exploit synergies between generation and demand. The classifi-
cation result must be exactly one of the following attributes: yes
or no.

4. Selected tools

This section introduces the tools that have been selected ac-
cording to the procedure outlined in Section 3. Table 1 lists all
selected tools in alphabetical order and presents their purpose
in terms of modeling, simulation and optimization according to
the developers. In the following, a brief introduction to each tool
is provided, outlining their different approaches for modeling,
simulating and/or optimizing HENs (satisfying SC1). This also
includes a reference that demonstrates their application to HENs
(satisfying SC2) as well as a reference that provides details about
their public availability (satisfying SC3). More details on how the
tools satisfy SC1 are provided in Section 5.

After the initial online survey and literature review, a pre-
liminary list of 60 tools had been compiled. After applying the
selection criteria discussed in Section 3.1, the 14 tools listed in
Table 1 remained. It should be noted that this low selection rate
does not reflect the quality of the considered tools. The reason
for exclusion was in most cases the narrow scope of HEN rather
than MES (see selection criteria SC1 and SC2), which shows
that considering the effects of multi-energy applications on the
related network infrastructure is in general still a comparably
new subject. In many cases – especially for approaches related
to coupled power and gas grids – a published method is not
available as a dedicated tool (or at least a modeling library for an
available tool). Furthermore, all approaches based on Modelica or
co-simulation have been subsumed as one method, respectively
(see Sections 4.2 and 4.9). In one case, a tool has been described
in literature but is not available for the public [29]. In another
case, a tool has been announced publicly but was not available at
the time of writing [30].

It should also be noted that the high ratio of open source
tools among the final selection is not due to the selection pro-
cedure. Proprietary tools were neither excluded from the process
nor ignored. Rather, the high ratio of non-commercial open-
source tools reflects the fact that work on HEN is still mainly
carried out by research organizations and that there has been
little commercial exploitation in this area to date.
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.1. COMANDO

The open-source framework COMANDO [31] provides
omponent-oriented modeling and optimization for the nonlinear
esign and operation of energy systems. COMANDO is developed
t the Institute of Energy and Climate Research at Forschungszen-
rum Jülich (Germany). The behavior of individual components
s represented with detailed models, considering dynamic and
onlinear effects with the help of physics-based, data-driven or
ybrid modeling approaches. These component models are used
or building energy system models, based on which optimization
roblems related to the design and/or operation of the energy
ystem can be formulated. In addition, COMANDO includes capac-
tive models2 for peripheral storage units (electrical, heat, cold).
OMANDO allows to consider multiple operating scenarios via
tochastic programming formulations, allowing to find system
esigns that are suitable for operation under uncertainty. To solve
hese optimization problems, COMANDO translates its models
o representations that are suitable for external solvers (Gurobi,
ARON, SCIP, etc.). Alternatively, it can be integrated into other al-
ebraic modeling languages (Pyomo, GAMS). The implementation
n Python makes it possible to extend COMANDO by including
dditional Python modules. Examples of applying COMANDO to
eat and power networks are given in [32,33], respectively.

.2. Co-simulation of network simulators

Modeling an entire system of systems in one universal lan-
uage, with one tool, may lead to simplifications that neglect
mportant properties and dynamic dependencies [34]. In con-
rast, domain-specific tools provide validated libraries, optimal
olvers, and a language that perfectly fits the problem domain.
herefore, combining specialized simulators for different types
f energy networks in a so-called co-simulation is a viable ap-
roach for assessing HENs. In general, co-simulation refers to a
eneric approach where simulators are coupled at runtime for
ointly simulating a system. The simulators exchange data at
pecific synchronization points, in between they calculate the
tate of their respective subsystems independently. Dedicated
o-simulation environments exist which help with the coupling
f simulators and their synchronization. The modeling of the
ndividual subsystems is done separately with the help of the
orresponding network simulators. The features of the resulting
verall model depends on the features implemented by the se-
ected simulators. A detailed example of using a co-simulation
pproach for the assessment of coupled power and heat networks
s given in [23], which uses the co-simulation framework FU-
OLA [35] for interfacing the Modelica library DisHeatLib [36]
nd pandapower [37]. Similar examples are provided in [24]
hich uses the co-simulation framework mosaik [38] and in [25]
hich uses the co-simulation framework ZerOBNL [39].

.3. EHDO

EHDO [40] is an open-source webtool for the optimal design of
omplex MESs. It is developed by the Institute for Energy Efficient
uildings and Indoor Climate at RWTH Aachen University (Ger-
any) for academic teaching. EHDO is conceived as a support

ool for the early planning phase of future smart energy sys-
ems, optimizing the choice and the sizing of energy conversion
nits. A user-friendly graphical user interface enables the creation
f energy hubs of different sizes (from building complexes to

2 Capacitive models describe all kinds of energy storage systems (batteries,
ot water tanks, etc.) by means of their maximum energy storage capacity and
tate of charge, analogous to a capacitance in an electrical circuit.
5

large districts) from a variety of component models (PV, wind
turbines, fuel cells, electrolyzers, biomass and waste-to-energy
technologies, etc.). In addition, it provides capacitive models of
peripheral storage units (electricity, gas, hydrogen, heat, cold).
EHDO uses mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) to define
a set of mathematical constraints for each component model
and asserts energy balances, conversion efficiency ratios, maximal
load limitations, and storage constraints at hourly time steps.
It relies on an external solver (Gurobi) for solving optimization
problems. The implementation in Python makes it possible to ex-
tend EHDO by including additional Python modules. An example
for using EHDO for HENs is given in [28], where the developers
present the full range of supported systems and carriers, and
provide two illustrative case studies.

4.4. EnergyPLAN

EnergyPLAN [41] is a freeware simulation tool for holistic
energy system analyses including all energy sectors. EnergyPLAN
is programmed in Delphi Pascal and is developed and main-
tained by the Sustainable Energy Planning Research Group at
Aalborg University (Denmark). EnergyPLAN is based on a series
of endogenous priorities within, e.g., power and heat production
and predefined procedures for simulating the operation of units
that are freely dispatchable. In addition, it provides capacitive
models for peripheral storage units (electricity, gas, hydrogen,
heat, hydro). The inputs to EnergyPLAN are energy demands,
energy conversion units and resources, costs, and choices related
to simulation methods incl. operational constraints in relation
to electricity grid stability. EnergyPLAN chronologically simulates
the operation of an energy systems for a leap year on an hourly
basis, including the electricity, heating, cooling, industry, and
transport sectors and the interconnections between these. En-
ergyPLAN provides a graphical user interface (GUI) but can also
be used from the command line or via dedicated toolboxes from
MATLAB [42] and Python [43]. An example for using EnergyPLAN
for HENs is given in [22], which analyzes the benefits of a com-
bined, cross-sectoral use of all types of grids (power, heat and
gas) for renewable heating strategies.

4.5. energyPRO

energyPRO [44] is a tool for combined techno-economic anal-
ysis and optimization of energy flows with a focus on combined
energy supply of e.g. electricity and thermal energy (process heat,
hot water, and cooling). energyPRO is a commercial tool that is
developed and maintained by EMD International A/S (Denmark).
The focus of energyPRO is on the operation of energy conversion
technologies and energy storage technologies (electrical, fuel,
heat, cold, pumped hydro). However, capacity constraints in en-
ergy grids can be included in the modeling, as they relate to
the operation of energy conversion and storage technologies.
energyPRO optimizes the operation of the modeled components
based on the technical and economic parameters defined in the
model, which can include local energy demands, fuel costs, tariffs,
electricity markets, part-load efficiencies, etc. This optimization is
either performed via an internal analytical method or via a MILP
approach (using CBC or Gurobi as solver). energyPRO provides a
GUI but can also be used in batch mode from the command line.
An example for using energyPRO for HENs is given in [21], which
analyzes how small-scale district heating plants can improve
their economic feasibility by providing balancing services to the
electricity system.
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.6. ESSIM

The Energy System Simulator (ESSIM) [45] is an open-source
ool for calculating energy flows in interconnected HENs devel-
ped by TNO (The Netherlands). ESSIM calculates energy flows
etween network components – referred to as assets – and be-
ween different types of networks over a period of time with
ourly intervals. Assets representing peripheral storage devices
electricity, gas, hydrogen, heat) are included as capacitive mod-
ls. For each time interval, the scheduling of controllable, ‘‘flex-
ble’’ assets and the energy balance for all involved networks
s determined based on marginal costs. ESSIM is implemented
sing the modeling language Energy System Description Lan-
uage (ESDL). A GUI is provided for defining assets and their
eographical locations. ESSIM computes and visualizes key per-
ormance indicators and gives insights into how well the assets
n a network are dimensioned, e.g., if there is overloading in any
iven transport asset (pipe, cables, etc.). ESSIM provides a REST
PI [46] that allows users to interact with it and enables the
ombination with more detailed power flow models (e.g., pan-
apower). An example for using ESSIM for HENs is given in [47],
hich demonstrates how excess electricity production from local
nergy sources is converted to hydrogen and used in a hydrogen
as network.

.7. GasPowerModels.jl

GasPowerModels.jl is a package for the joint optimization of
ower transmission networks and natural gas networks. Its de-
elopment is a joint effort of the Los Alamos National Laboratory,
he University of Michigan and the Pennsylvania State Univer-
ity. The package combines elements and steady state models
rom two preceding packages, i.e., GasModels.jl for gas flows and
owerModels.jl for power flows [48]. The model used by GasPow-
rModels.jl decouples network formulations (e.g., mixed-integer
onvex) from problem specifications (e.g., network expansion
lanning). Thanks to this decoupling, it is possible to define a
ariety of optimization formulations and compare them on com-
on problem specifications. The resulting models are in general
ixed-integer nonlinear programs. GasPowerModels.jl is imple-
ented in JuMP which makes it possible to extend it by including
dditional Julia or Python modules. JuMP depends on external
olvers for solving optimization problems and supports a number
f open-source (SCIP, Ipopt, etc.) and commercial solvers (Gurobi,
PLEX, etc.) for a variety of problem classes. The application of
asPowerModels.jl to HENs is documented and illustrated in [49],
nalyzing the natural gas and electric power systems in the
ortheastern United States, and [50], which combines the IEEE
4 bus test system with the Belgian natural gas network.

.8. Integrate

Integrate [51] is a tool for investment planning of multi-
arrier energy grids [52]. Formerly called eTransport, it is being
eveloped by SINTEF Energy Research (Norway). Integrate takes
nto account projections in energy demands as well as mature and
mergent technologies for energy supply, conversion and distri-
ution of different energy carriers. It provides capacity models
or different types of peripheral storage units (hot water tanks,
ydrogen storage, etc.) and also considers carbon dioxide capture
nd storage (CCS), in order to comply with end-use measures
nd CO2 emission restrictions. Integrate performs an operational
ptimization by formulating a MILP problem, solved with the
OIN-OR solver [53]. It minimizes investment, operation and
missions costs while meeting predefined demands of electricity,
pace heating, tap water heating and gas over a given time
6

horizon, including alternative supply infrastructures [54]. The
tool comes with a graphical user interface for modeling energy
systems. At the time of writing, Integrate provides no API but a
connection with the SPINE toolbox [55] is planned. The applica-
tion of Integrate to HENs is documented in [56], which analyzes
the potential of seasonal thermal storage for local energy systems.

4.9. Modelica

Modelica [57] is an object-oriented language for modeling
cyber–physical systems, developed by the Modelica Association.
A system modeled in Modelica may combine electrical, me-
chanical, thermal or hydraulic components. It is also possible
to add controllers in order to simulate different control strate-
gies. A comprehensive standard library is available open-source,
additional relevant libraries are available either free of charge
(e.g.,TransiEnt [58] for HENs, OpenIPSL [59] for power systems, or
the DisHeatLib [36] for heat networks) or commercially (e.g., the
multi-domain Modelon Library Suite [60]). Modelica relies on
differential, algebraic and discrete equations for modeling, en-
abling the analysis of both static and dynamic system behavior.
Modelica itself is a text-based modeling language but there are
several Modelica-based modeling and simulation environments
available (both open-source and proprietary). They typically pro-
vide graphical user interfaces for modeling, advanced numerical
solvers for simulation, and various interfaces to other simulation
environments (e.g. via the Functional Mock-up Interface [61]
standard). An example for using Modelica for HENs is given
in [27], where the effects of cascading failures are analyzed for
a coupled heat and power network. Another example is given
in [62], where networks for gas, heat and power are coupled
through a combined-cycle power plant with heat extraction and
an electrolyzer.

4.10. Pandaplan

Pandaplan [63] consists of the two open-source tools pan-
dapower [37] and pandapipes [26]. It is developed at the Fraun-
hofer Institute for Energy Economics and Energy System Tech-
nology (Kassel, Germany). Both pandapipes and pandapower are
based on the programming language Python. While pandapower
can be used to model and simulate power grids, pandapipes can
be utilized to evaluate the pressure, flow velocity and temper-
ature distribution in gas and district heating grids. pandapower
and pandapipes use the same data structure to describe networks
and can thus be combined easily in order to simulate coupled
infrastructures. Coupling points, like heat pumps or power-to-
gas plants may be modeled using controller components, which
can also be used to implement a specific operational strategy.
In addition, pandapower provides capacitive models for elec-
trical storages. Components are described by algebraic and/or
differential equations, and the resulting system of equations is
solved with the Newton–Raphson method. While it is possible
to simulate time-dependent systems, it is not possible to study
the dynamic system behavior, as inertial effects are neglected.
The implementation in Python makes it possible to extend the
simulation by including additional Python modules. The applica-
tion of Pandaplan to HENs is illustrated in [26], which studies the
flexibility potential of power-to-gas in a coupled power and gas
grid.

4.11. PLEXOS Integrated Energy Model

The PLEXOS Integrated Energy Model [64] is an energy mod-
eling and forecasting platform. PLEXOS is a commercial tool that
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s developed and maintained by Energy Exemplar Pty Ltd (Aus-
ralia). Previously developed as an electricity market simulator,
ts functionality has been extended to integrate electric power,
as and hydro. PLEXOS supports primarily assessments such as
rice forecasting, portfolio optimization (unit commitment and
conomic dispatch problems) or long-term capacity expansion
lanning. However, it also supports network modeling at different
evels of detail (regional, zonal, nodal) which allows to capture
echnical aspects relevant for HENs such as congestion and net-
ork losses. In addition, it provides capacitive models for batter-

es, pumped hydro storage and gas storage. Modeling is generally
arried out using deterministic linear programming techniques
hat aim to minimize a single objective function subject to the ex-
ected dispatch costs, taking into account a number of constraints
ncluding availability and operational characteristics of gener-
ting plants, fuel costs, operator and transmission constraints,
nd others. PLEXOS is primarily used through a graphical user
nterface but also has an API that can be used from any .NET envi-
onment. PLEXOS allows to use different commercial optimization
ngines (e.g., CPLEX, Gurobi). The application of PLEXOS to HENs
s illustrated in [65], which shows a multi-vector energy analysis
or interconnected power and gas systems in Britain and Ireland.

.12. PyPSA-Eur-Sec

PyPSA-Eur-Sec [66] is an open model of the sector-coupled
uropean energy system. At the time of writing, the tool is main-
ained by the Department of Digital Transformation in Energy
ystems at the Technical University of Berlin (Germany), devel-
ped in collaboration with the KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technol-
gy (Germany) and Aarhus University (Denmark). PyPSA-Eur-Sec
s designed as a module of the PyPSA toolbox [67], enabling the
odeling of the transmission networks of the ENTSO-E area. It
an model electricity, hydrogen and gas grids, with numerous
ources (e.g., renewables, biomass or fossil fuels) and generation
echnologies (e.g., heat pumps, fuel cells or CHP). In addition,
t provides capacity models for energy storage at different time
cales, including batteries, pumped hydro storage, hydrogen stor-
ge and hot water storage. Moreover, PyPSA-Eur-Sec considers
ransformations in industry, aviation and shipping, and the use
f CCS. PyPSA-Eur-Sec uses a myopic approach with 5-year time
teps from 2020 to 2050, minimizing for every time step the total
ystem cost (incl. CO2 constraints). For every time step, the overall
odel is optimized with the help of an external solver (Gurobi,
PLEX, etc.), assuming a long-term market equilibrium with per-
ect competition and perfect foresight. The implementation in
ython makes it possible to extend the simulation by including
dditional Python modules. An example for using PyPSA-Eur-
ec for HENs is given in [68], which identifies economy-optimal
nergy transition paths at the European level under different
arbon budgets.

.13. rivus

rivus is an optimization model for capacity planning for multi-
ommodity energy infrastructure networks, developed at the
echnical University of Munich (Germany). Its name – Latin for
tream or canal – stems from its origin as a companion model
or urbs [69], an optimization model for urban energy systems.
ivus implements a single-objective MILP model that finds the
inimum cost energy infrastructure network to satisfy a given
nergy distribution for multiple commodities (e.g., electricity,
eating, cooling). Time is represented by a (small) set of weighted
ime steps that represent peak or typical loads. Spatial data can be
rovided in form of shapefiles, while technical parameters can be
7

edited in a spreadsheet. rivus relies on Pyomo for modeling equa-
tions and as the interface to optimization solvers (CPLEX, Gurobi,
CBC, etc.). The implementation in Python makes it possible to
extend the simulation by including additional Python modules.
An example of using rivus for the assessment of HENs is reported
in [70], where different network topologies for coupled power,
heat and gas networks are analyzed for a city district.

4.14. SAInt

SAInt [71] is a simulation tool for assessing security of supply
in interconnected gas and electrical transmission networks. SAInt
is a commercial tool that is developed and maintained by encoord
GmbH (Germany). It comprises a transient hydraulic model for
the gas system to reflect the changes in pressure and the quantity
of gas stored in pipelines, enabling for instance the assessment of
imbalances between gas supply and gas demand and the result-
ing fluctuations in linepack. For the electrical power system an
augmented AC optimal power flow model is used, which includes
dispatchable loads and considers ramp rates and the start-up
times of generation units. The bidirectional interconnection be-
tween both systems is considered through equations describing
the fuel gas offtake for power generation in gas fired power
plants, and the electric power supply to liquefied natural gas
terminals (LNG) terminals and electric driven compressors in gas
compressor stations. The resulting system of equations is solved
iteratively by a sequential linearization method which updates
the boundary conditions expressed by the coupling equations
at each iteration step. SAInt is able to assess the gas storage
capacity in pipeline systems and also provides models for gas
storage in peripheral facilities (LNG terminals, underground cav-
erns, etc.). SAInt is mainly programmed with Visual Basic and
uses IronPython as a scripting language for interacting with the
user. It provides a graphical user interface and an API that can be
used from any .NET environment for accessing solvers and classes
representing the different assets in gas and power systems. The
application of SAInt to HENs is illustrated in [72], which shows
how disruptions in a coupled gas and power system can affect the
operation of both systems and how counter measures to mitigate
their impact can be assessed.

5. Classification of tools

A main goal of the present work is to identify what types
of tools and methods are available for the assessment of HENs,
how they model the HEN subsystems and what insights can
they provide (cf. research question RQ1 in Section 1.1). For this
purpose, the categories from Section 3.2 have been applied to
the tools presented in Section 4 to provide a classification that
reflects their typical use. An attempt was made not to include
edge cases, where tools and methods are applied to HENs in ways
not intended by the developers. As discussed in Section 3, the
assessments are based on a consensual synthesis of at least two
expert reviews. Where required, also input from contacting the
developers directly was included into the assessments.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the temporal resolution and
the spatial resolution of the component models for the selected
tools. It is interesting to note that the spatial resolution of the
component models is quite similar in most cases, with the excep-
tion of PyPSA-Eur-Sec and PLEXOS which are intended for larger
spatial scales. However, it is mostly the temporal resolution of the
component models that differs quite substantially.

Things look a bit different when comparing the temporal res-
olution of the component models with the targeted scale of the
system model in Fig. 3. There is a correlation showing that tools
with a higher temporal resolution for the component models also
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Fig. 2. Comparison of temporal resolution versus spatial resolution of component models.

Fig. 3. Comparison of temporal resolution of component models versus targeted scale of system model.
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ave a higher resolution for the targeted scale of the system mod-
ls. This observation is important for selecting the appropriate
ool or method as a function of the targeted application.

Fig. 4 compares the targeted time horizon (i.e., the temporal
esolution of the system model) with the target scale (i.e., the
patial resolution of the system model). This reveals that the
elected tools differ substantially with respect to the targeted
cale of the system model, even though the cover in most cases
uite similar time horizons (months and years in most cases).
An important feature of Figs. 2–4 is the fact that several tools

ave very similar resolutions. For the sake of a more readable
isualization, these tools have been grouped together. However, it
urns out that these groups of tools and methods do not only have
imilar resolutions, but that they also have similar approaches for
odeling HENs, as can be seen from Table 2. Furthermore, the

ools and methods in these groups have a similar focus in terms
f technical, ecological and environmental aspects, as can be seen
n Table 3.

These groups are basically the result of a clustering of the se-
ected tools in the entire space of possible combinations spanned
y the classification categories. Hence, these groups can be inter-
reted as ‘‘distinct types’’ of tools and methods for the assessment
f HENs in the sense of research question RQ1. Even though the

significance of this result is limited due to the rather small sample
size (i.e., 14 selected tools), this suggests that the categories from
Section 3.2 provide a meaningful classification for tools with this
specific focus.

The implications of this interpretation are further analyzed in
the following discussion in the next section.

6. Discussion

The classification results – and the resulting grouping – shown
in Section 5 can be used for an evaluation beyond a simple listing
9

of resolutions and the types of models used. It turns out that they
are also an indicator of the type of application a tool or method
is useful for (cf. research question RQ2 in Section 1.1). To this
end, four areas of application specific to HENs have been defined:
characterization/state determination, optimization of planned grids,
perational optimization (technical), and operational optimization
economical). See Table 4 for details. Each area of application
s characterized by an objective, i.e., the rationale and intended
urpose of using a specific tool.
In addition to the classification from Section 5, an expert

eview was performed to assess the selected tools in terms of
heir usefulness for these areas of application. Table 5 shows
he corresponding result. It turns out that the grouping of tools
ased on the (objective) classification categories (see Figs. 2 to 4)
orrelates well with the (subjective) expert judgment of their
sefulness for specific areas of application. In other words, tools
hat are similar in terms of the classification categories also have
similar scope of application.
This is remarkable in view of the fact that any attempt of

ategorizing the tools in a different way (e.g., based only on
ither resolutions, modeling approaches or application classes) is
ery likely to produce a very different result. Hence, this good
greement is a strong indicator that the proposed classification
ategories can successfully capture and characterize the most im-
ortant features of tools and methods for assessing HENs. On the
ne hand, this result gives confidence that Table 4 can serve as a
uideline for early adopters to understand which tools best fit the
equirements of their specific applications. Taking into account
he information from Section 5, Table 4 can be interpreted by
lassifying the tools in the following application categories:

• Tools for technical assessments: Pandaplan, Modelica, co-
simulation, COMANDO, SAInt

• Tools for operational optimization (technical & economical):
energyPRO
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Table 2
Modeling approaches for energy networks applied by selected tools.
Tool Power network model Thermal network model Gas network model Energy storage

Pandaplan quasi-static (power flow) quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

✓

Modelica a electro-mechanicala hydraulic transientsa hydraulic transientsa ✓

co-simulationb quasi-staticb (power flow) hydraulic transientsb not modeledb ✓

COMANDO quasi-static (power flow) quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

✓

energyPRO energy balance
(implicit: no lines, etc.)

quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

✓

EHDO energy balance
(implicit: no lines, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

✓

EnergyPLAN energy balance
(implicit: no lines, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

✓

ESSIM energy balance
(implicit: no lines, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

✓

Integrate quasi-static (power flow) quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

✓

rivus energy balance
(implicit: no lines, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

energy balance
(implicit: no pipes, etc.)

✕

GasPowerModels.jl quasi-static (power flow) not modeled quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

✕

PyPSA-Eur-Sec quasi-static (power flow) not modeled quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

✓

PLEXOS quasi-static (power flow) not modeled quasi-static
(pressure equilibrium)

✓

SAInt quasi-static (power flow) not modeled hydraulic transients ✓

aFor approaches described in [27,62].
bFor approaches described in [23–25].
Table 3
Application classes of selected tools.
Tool Technical Economical Environmental

Pandaplan ✓

Modelica a ✓a

co-simulationb ✓b

COMANDO ✓

energyPRO ✓ ✓ ✓

EHDO ✓ ✓ ✓

EnergyPLAN ✓ ✓ ✓

ESSIM ✓ ✓ ✓

Integrate ✓ ✓ ✓

rivus ✓ ✓ ✓

GasPowerModels.jl ✓ ✓

PyPSA-Eur-Sec ✓ ✓

PLEXOS ✓ ✓

SAInt ✓ ✓

aFor approaches described in [27,62].
bFor approaches described in [23–25].

• Tools for planning on the scale of cities/regions: EHDO, Ener-
gyPLAN, ESSIM, Integrate, rivus

• Tools for planning on the scale of nations/continents: GasPow-
erModels.jl, PLEXOS, PyPSA-Eur-Sec

On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that the reverse
onclusion is also permissible, i.e., tools and methods useful for a
ertain area of application should ideally have the features of the
orresponding group from Section 5. This can be used as a hint
or future development efforts in the areas of HENs.

. Conclusions

In recent years, several new tools and methods have been
eveloped for the assessment of HENs. They are not simply ex-
ensions of established domain-specific or multi-energy tools,
ut rather provide new features specifically for analyzing HENs,
.g., the assessment of the combined state of the networks or
10
the mutual impact of the networks on each other. They cover
a wide range of modeling and simulation approaches, and thus
enable different insights regarding HENs. As such, they help to
provide as results the real technical, economic and environmental
advantages of the hybrid paradigm.

The present work provides an expert survey of available ap-
proaches for the assessment of HENs. To put a strong focus on
applicability for potential users, care was taken to select only
tools that are publicly available (commercially, open-source or
otherwise) and whose use for assessing HENs is documented.
Based on this, a systematic categorization of the corresponding
methods has been carried out, based on a set of classification
categories specifically devised for this particular type of tools. The
results reveal different types of tools for analyzing HENs, inferred
from clusters within the entire space of possible combinations
spanned by the classification categories.

The applicability of the classification categories and the sig-
nificance of the resulting types is substantiated by a mapping
to potential areas of application. It turns out that tools that are
similar in terms of the classification are also useful for similar
applications. This good agreement is a strong indicator that the
proposed classification categories can successfully capture and
characterize the most important features of tools and methods
for assessing HENs.

Furthermore, the selected tools can be grouped in four ap-
plication categories: tools for technical assessments, operational
optimization (technical and economical), planning on the scale
of cities/regions, and planning on the scale of nations/continents.
The good agreement between the classification results and appli-
cation areas suggest that each tool can be assigned to one of the
above application categories. This basically provides a concrete
recommendation of which tools to use for certain applications
(e.g., system design, generation portfolio optimization, controller
design).
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Table 4
Applications areas for selected tools for HENs.
Application area Description Examples

Characterization/state
determination

Evaluation of the state of a
HEN without interpreting or
changing its properties

Calculation of gas/heat storage potential of
pipelines; load flow analysis for calculating the
voltages, currents, pressures or temperatures
at the network nodes

Optimization of planned
grids

Useful for the planning of
HENs, where the overall
network design is optimized

Improvement of grid topology for optimizing
the efficiency of coupling points; positioning of
plants and devices for reducing network losses

Operational optimization
(Technical)

Improvement of the HEN
system performance with a
main focus on technical aspects

Model-predictive control for storages to
improve local self-consumption; control
algorithm for power-to-gas plants to maintain
a given gas composition in the grid

Operational optimization
(Economical)

Improvement of the HEN
system performance with a
main focus on economical
aspects

Model-predictive control for cost-optimal unit
commitment of plants; algorithm deciding
how to use PV excess power (grid feed-in or
self consumption) based on market price
predictions
Table 5
Intended purpose of selected tools for HENs.
Tool Characterization/

State determination
Optimization of
planned networks

Operational
optimization
(Technical)

Operational
optimization
(Economical)

Pandaplan ✓ ✓

Modelica a ✓a ✓a

co-simulationb ✓b ✓b

COMANDO ✓ ✓

energyPRO ✓ ✓

EHDO ✓

EnergyPLAN ✓

ESSIM ✓ ✓

Integrate ✓ ✓

rivus ✓

GasPowerModels.jl ✓ ✓ ✓

PyPSA-Eur-Sec ✓ ✓

PLEXOS ✓ ✓

SAInt ✓ ✓ ✓

aFor approaches described in [27,62].
bFor approaches described in [23–25].
. Outlook

This work intends to show the added value the selected tools
or the analysis of HENs can contribute to the planning and
peration of future integrated energy systems. It is to be hoped
hat not only these existing tools will continue to be used and
mproved in the future. Rather, it would be an important step
orward if traditional, domain-specific tools for energy networks
ere also extended for the analysis of HENs in the future.
New developments must also continue to address the chal-

enges for the implementation of HENs. In most cases, the tools
nd methods consider a HEN from a primarily scientific perspec-
ive, neglecting certain practical constraints. For instance, a criti-
al challenge for the planning and operation of a HEN lies in the
act that the individual subsystems are often owned and operated
y different utility companies [20]. For a modeling or simulation
ool with a ‘‘centralized’’ approach, this can create administrative
arriers due to data protection. Even though the tools for model-
ng and simulating HENs will not be able to solve this and other
eal-world challenges by themselves, their further development
ust contribute to the solution (e.g., through the distribution of
odels by means of co-simulation and co-optimization).

bbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
11
API Application programming interface
CCS Carbon capture and storage
CHP Combined heat and power (plant)
ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System

Operators
EHDO Energy Hub Design Optimization
ESDL Energy System Description Language
ESSIM Energy System Simulator
GUI Graphical user interface
HEN Hybrid energy network
LNG Liquefied natural gas
MES Multi-energy system
MILP Mixed-integer linear programming
PV Photo-voltaic (system)
RQ Research question
SC Selection criterion
SINTEF Stiftelsen for industriell og teknisk forskning
TNO Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast

Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek
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